
COVID safe 
Staffing Solutions



Small group or 121 interventions   
Tutoring work PPA cover  
Behaviour mentoring  
Sports/PE classes 

To minimise temporary staff entering the school
you can book Teachers or Cover Supervisors in
blocks. Versatile educators   who can cover a
variety of classes and are a great cultural fit.

What if you don’t need class cover? 
Given the versatility of the educators booked they
can undertake some or all of the following:

This option gives you peace of mind that the
same educator will be returning to your school
daily. When they aren’t covering absent teachers,
they are raising attainment, improving behaviour
or getting your students active!

Block 
Bookings

Versatile educators 



Supply
'bubbles'

Do you feel you may need the 
support  of a Supply Teacher, though don’t have
the capacity to have a Teacher booked in every
day?  

If your school, works closely with another group of
schools that lie within a Cluster, Federation,
Partnership or Trust then we can support with
creating a ‘Supply Teacher bubble’.    This will give
yourself & your local colleagues access
to a educator or small group of educators, in a
‘block booking’ committed to working within your
bubble each day for an agreed length of time.  

This option will give you peace of mind that
the same educators will be supporting
yourself & your partnered colleagues.

consistent 
support

'Supply Teacher bubble'.



Self
isolation
bookings

As school life continues in the new normal
there may be times when permanent staff
members have to self isolate for between
7-14 days.  

Book an educator with us to cover
this time frame to ensure continuity for
students. If your member of staff returns
earlier then expected you can
cancel our educator up to 7am each day.



Day-to-day
cover

We will of course still be able to offer ad-
hoc, last minute day to day supply cover.
Many of our educators
are employed through our Ambassador
programme which means they
work exclusively for anzuk.  

This helps give us complete visibility over
our educator's movements and manage
the amount of schools they are attending.
This also gives us the ability to track and
trace easily if there is an outbreak in one of
the schools which we support.



We are carrying out weekly educator 'Infection
Control Surveys' to minimise the risk to both the
educator and school. Any discrepancies are
addressed accordingly allowing us to place staff
as responsibly as possible and provide
reassurance for schools. 

In addition to our educator surveys, we ensure we
take full information in regards to the specifics of
each booking for track and trace purposes which
is all stored on our school records. We are also,
when provided, sending individual school risk
assessments to the educator prior to them
attending an assignment.

All of our up to date technology allows us to work
closely with our schools and educators to provide
peace of mind. 

Risk 
assessments



Ready2Book is your daily booking solution. It
provides you with consistency, choice,
compliance and complete control over the
replacement staffing at your school. 

View your bookings calender 
Lodge new booking requests 
Ensure staff compliance 
Request consistent & regular staff

Our Ready2Book           
ensures     COVID-1.   9   Staffing Solutions.

anzuk are committed to support schools
during this time. If any of the booking options
interest you, contact the team on:  

Ready2Book online portal & app
COVID-19 safe  

0203 384 6110 uk@anzuk.education

ready2book


